Imagine St. Paul’s Como Park at the turn of the twentieth century. Hoop-skirted ladies with wide hats and parasols stroll along the lake-front while horses and buggies wind along twisting drives through wooded groves planted in surprising variety. Oak trees provide a dense canopy over families of picnickers; the Aquarium, an artificial pond, affords visitors with views of rare tropical lilies; and the Banana Walk, a path lined with potted banana trees in the summer, delights strollers with the whimsical and unexpected. Thirty years later, by the end of the 1920s, Como Park is a changed landscape. The former Cozy Lake and part of Lake Como have been dammed and drained to make way for a new golf course (the latest craze), automobiles have replaced horses and bicycles on recently paved drives, and baseball diamonds and tennis courts occupy the energies of children and adults alike.

Andrew J. Schmidt
The changes in Como Park provide an important physical record of evolving ideas about the design and function of city parks. During the early twentieth century, American landscape architects and planners came to view city parks as urban spaces for organized, active recreation rather than as areas to showcase naturalistic landscaping. The designs of two landscape architects who shaped Como Park and St. Paul’s park system illustrate these two viewpoints. Horace William Shaler Cleveland, who drew up plans for Como during the late 1880s, intended the park to be a naturalistic, healthy refuge from the hustle and bustle of urban life. Longtime Superintendent of Parks Frederick Nussbaumer agreed but also felt that the park should offer its visitors amenities. Particularly after the turn of the century, he made organized recreation an important component of the park. By the end of the 1920s, the recreational ideal had overtaken the picturesque across the nation and at Como Park.¹

T he origins of Como Park and the history of park-system development throughout the country are intertwined. As American cities grew increasingly congested in the mid-to-late nineteenth century, reformers such as the prolific writer Andrew Jackson Downing began advocating for the creation of public parks within urban areas. Citing the healthful, wholesome, and morally rejuvenating effects of nature, landscape architects began designing natural, picturesque parks in or near cities.

The first and best known example of these new public recreation areas was New York’s Central Park (1856–76), designed by Frederick Law Olmsted and Calvert Vaux. The unifying theme of the new park was its contrast with the monotonous gridiron of the streets around it, achieved through curvilinear drives and walkways, naturalistic objects and vegetation to block out the urban scene, and plantings of sufficient variety as to provide new vistas at every turn. Perhaps the most striking innovation was the use of rolling carriageways and pedestrian paths separated by overpasses and underpasses. On the West Coast, San Francisco developed its equally famous Golden Gate Park during the 1870s. William Hammond Hall designed primarily naturalistic landscapes, though he added architectural shapes and contrasting features to provide a warmth of feeling against the cool ocean breezes.²

Olmsted, Cleveland, and others would take the park concept one step further during the 1870s and 1880s by designing systems connected by roadways. Carefully landscaped to block out the urban setting, these systems were to consist of small city parks or squares, larger landscape parks located outside of congested city centers, and parkways to link them. Cleveland, a particularly strong proponent of park systems, argued eloquently that western cities, including St. Paul and Minneapolis, should set aside land for parks before development pressures made the costs prohibitive.³

Born in New Engeland in 1814, Cleveland had traveled and farmed before establishing a landscape architecture practice with Robert Morris Copeland in 1854. Working on the East Coast, Cleveland came to know Frederick Law Olmsted, with whom he would have a lifelong correspondence. By 1869 Cleveland saw new opportunities as well as challenges in the Midwest and moved to Chicago. From his new office he designed parks, cemeteries, residential developments, and university campuses, and he extended his practice into Minnesota, Wisconsin, Indiana, Iowa, Nebraska, and Kansas. He lectured in both of the Twin Cities as early as 1872. After a series of personal setbacks in Chicago and with a growing amount of work in Minnesota, Cleveland moved to Minneapolis in 1886 at the age of
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His work there and in St. Paul would rank as his greatest professional triumph.4

Cleveland’s park-system concept gained general public acceptance in the 1890s in tandem with the City Beautiful movement, a philosophy of city planning that emphasized order and harmony. The 1893 World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago had showcased classical ideals in most of its structures and in the careful placement of buildings and open space throughout the fairgrounds. By 1895 architect and city planner Daniel Burnham had begun work on the so-called Chicago Plan, which envisioned grand plazas, formal parterres, and triumphal gateways for the Windy City. He also produced classical, rational plans for Washington, D. C., Cleveland, and San Francisco. Of great importance for Chicago was a proposed series of ordered parks and open spaces along the lakefront. Like most American Beaux Arts adherents, Burnham sought to emulate the grand boulevards of Baron Haussmann’s plan for Paris and to impose classical order on narrow, haphazard city streets.5

In the second half of the nineteenth century, cities of all sizes followed the pattern of supplementing the old city-square parks with the more expansive and naturalistic landscape parks, connected by parkways. Among the larger cities, New York, Boston, Chicago, San Francisco, and Seattle all devised plans for linking systems of parks via drives and boulevards.6

Minneapolis and St. Paul were no exceptions. While there had been little previous planning for open space, both of the Twin Cities began moving toward a system of parks during the 1880s. Although they did not yet see the congestion of the older eastern cities, leaders emulated the cultural institutions of the East at a time when parks were fashionable. And, if the
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Twin Cities were not yet congested, some feared that they soon would be. During the 1880s St. Paul and Minneapolis witnessed boomtown-like growth in commercial, manufacturing, and residential construction. This economic expansion flooded local coffers, encouraging investment in the public realm. In addition to the available funds, city fathers were influenced, to no small degree, by Horace Cleveland’s exhortations to acquire property for parks while land was relatively inexpensive. Furthermore, Cleveland’s calls for Minneapolis and St. Paul to develop a system of connected parks and parkways inspired community leaders such as Charles M. Loring in Minneapolis and Joseph A. Wheelock in St. Paul. Each man became a leader of his city’s movement to establish park systems.  

In developing large landscape parks or pleasure grounds, as they were known, St. Paul took an early lead over Minneapolis. During the 1880s and early 1890s, however, Minneapolis moved forward aggressively in establishing parks as well as a park system. By the turn of the century, St. Paul also had laid the foundations of its park system, and Como Park was the highlight.

In February 1872, Cleveland, while based in Chicago, addressed the St. Paul Chamber of Commerce concerning locations for parks, boulevards, squares, and other amenities. He suggested that the city set aside public park sites, including Summit Hill, the land around Como and Phalen Lakes, and the area along the Mississippi River gorge. Apparently acting on Cleveland’s recommendations, St. Paul requested and received a bond issue of up to $100,000 from the Minnesota Legislature in 1872 to acquire land for a major public park. The following year, a special commission purchased 257 acres on the north and west sides of Lake Como.  

Como Park was just within the St. Paul limits, as the city had recently annexed land west to Hamline Avenue and north to Lake Como and Phalen Street, now Arlington Avenue. (Land north of the lake was annexed later in 1885 and 1887.) Although developers had begun subdividing the area as early as 1857, the land remained largely undeveloped. Not until 1884, when Warrendale was platted as an exclusive suburban community on 52 acres south and west of the lake, were numbers of houses built.

Despite some dispute over the wisdom of purchasing land for parks, particularly after the economic downturn that began in 1873, St. Paul retained the
Formación del Consejo de Parques de St. Paul en 1887 finalmente proporcionó el impulso para el desarrollo de los parques. Cuando la ciudad miró hacia su compra alrededor del Lago Como y buscó tierras adicionales para el parque, los nuevos comisionados retuvieron a Cleveland para preparar "tal diseño y plan para el mejoramiento del Lago Como Parque según él piense más adecuado a su topografía." En julio de 1887, los comisionados autorizaron a Cleveland para comenzar el trabajo en las calles del parque. Al año siguiente, la ciudad aprobó la construcción de la Avenida Como, reemplazando la antigua Com Road construida por Henry McKenty en 1857.10

Es claro de las escrituras de Cleveland que se inscribió en las teorías de la arquitectura de paisaje de la época del siglo. Durante los siguientes 14 años, sin embargo, la ciudad hizo poco por desarrollar Como Parque. El terreno, un ecosistema de savanna de roble con una superficie ondulada naturalmente cubierta de praderas y granos, principalmente de roble, estaba marcado por crestas de grava desnudas y áreas pantanosas bajas. El camino a la área se mejoró, sin embargo, cuando la ciudad aprobó la construcción de la Avenida Como, reemplazando la antigua Como Road construida por Henry McKenty en 1857.10

It is clear from Cleveland’s writings that he subscribed to the theories of turn-of-the-century landscape
architects and city planners. In his 1885 plan for St. Paul, he argued, “The primary object [in creating parks] should be the preservation and development of . . . [natural] features in such manner as to show a just appreciation of their innate grandeur and beauty.” He pressed for the preservation of, among other areas, the rolling hills overlooking Como Lake. Not only would landscape parks provide a beautiful, natural respite from city life, they would have healthful effects as well, stimulating “recuperation of soul and body of the exhausting effects of the wear and tear of life in the crowded marts of commerce.” To this end, large parks should also provide for “passive recreation,” a term that included activities such as boating, ice skating, horseback riding, unstructured play, walking, and picnicking. Although he often framed his arguments for parks in economic terms, Cleveland was a lover of nature and rural life. Like other landscape architects during his era, his ideal was to show “the hand of man” as little as possible.12

Cleveland’s 1889 and 1890 designs for Como Park indicate his intention to make the park a naturalistic escape from city life. The only formal plantings, varied so as to relieve the monotony of the urban environment, were to be at the peripheries along the Lexington Parkway approach, Hamline Avenue, and Como Park Drive. Aside from the county workhouse, which had been placed in the southeastern corner of the park in 1881, only two buildings appear on the plan—one in the southwest corner and one atop a hill on the west side of the lake. The curvilinear roads and pathways, meant to provide refuge from the gridiron of city streets, follow the park’s natural contours, including the current Horton Avenue, Midway Parkway, and Estabrook Drive. Aside from the roads, however, the only part of Cleveland’s plan that was completed was the Hamline picnic grounds. In 1890 Cleveland oversaw the clearing of underbrush and the grading and seeding of the land with short grasses. The oaks that stand in the picnic grounds to this day are uniformly 110-to-115 years old; they must have been planted as part of Cleveland’s original landscaping. Mostly, though, Como Park’s first landscape architect concerned himself with planting a wide variety of trees, shrubs, and vines, especially along the drives.13
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Cleveland’s role as consulting landscape architect for St. Paul ended in about 1890. Superintendent Estabrook also had a short tenure, requesting a leave of absence for unspecified reasons in April 1891. In May the Board of Park Commissioners appointed Frederick Nussbaumer as superintendent. Serving for more than 30 years, Nussbaumer continued with some of Cleveland’s ideas but took the park in new directions, as well.14

A native of Baden, Germany, Frederick Nussbaumer trained in mechanical and civil engineering, botany, and landscape architecture at the University of Freiberg. He worked in London’s Kew Gardens in the late 1860s as well as in Paris, where he is said to have met Horace Cleveland. Nussbaumer was in the French capital while Baron Haussmann was creating the first true urban park system and landscape architect Jean-Alphonse Alphand was designing the famous Bois de Boulogne park. An important feature of Alphand’s park that no doubt influenced Nussbaumer’s designs for Como was the flower gardens, which were designed to provide “a melody of forms and colours [that would] smooth the junction of grass and shrubs.”15

Nussbaumer emigrated to the United States in 1876 and settled in St. Paul two years later. When work on Como Park began in 1887, he was hired as a gardener. After filling the remainder of Estabrook’s term in 1891, Nussbaumer was reappointed every year until his retirement in 1922.16

Superintendent Nussbaumer followed Cleveland’s general plans for Como Park yet developed many of its individual features. As evidenced by his writings, Nussbaumer, too, subscribed to the ideals of Victorian landscape architecture. He described Lake Como as an ideal place for a park, “reposing in the midst of undulating landscapes, with all that variety of surface forms . . . which are the most effective elements of artistic park culture.” Displays should be subordinate to the “predominating landscape effects” and serve to “emphasize the beauty of natural landscape.” Nussbaumer tempered his idealism, however, with the understand-
superintendent also expanded the system of roads laid out by Cleveland, adding the current Kaufman and Nussbaumer Drives and a road around Cozy Lake. By 1895 the park featured 14.5 miles of drives and 22 miles of walkways. Vegetation lining the roads provided varied scenery and cut down the sight lines, giving the drives the desired rural qualities.18

The floral display area, which Nussbaumer developed in the mid-1890s, is an early example of his efforts to provide a variety of park landscapes for a diverse public. Known as “flower hill” or the “floral parterre,” the area lay southeast of the spot where the Conservatory now stands and included circular walks through tropical plantings and a pond, known as the Aquarium. This pond, which predates the current one immediately south of the Conservatory, contained flowers and tropical plants, such as water lilies and hyacinths, that were first cultivated in greenhouses to the west of the pool and then in the Conservatory, after its construction in 1915. The Aquarium was a popular attraction; by 1896, Nussbaumer listed it as “a favorite with the public.” It was originally crossed by a wooden bridge, which was replaced in 1903 by the current fieldstone-and-mortar bridge.19

In addition to the floral display, the old Banana Walk illustrates Nussbaumer’s experimentation with the exotic. Located at the base of a hill that Lexington Parkway currently winds around, it was lined with palm trees during the summer. Like the lilies, the palms spent winters in park greenhouses. Several topiary features also appeared in 1894–95, including the original Gates Ajar (located southeast of its current position), an elephant, and a globe. These whimsical shapes were built with wood frames and wire mesh containing soil planted with a variety of flowers. After temporarily residing at a second location near the Conservatory, the Gates Ajar would be moved to its current site in 1951 and rebuilt to approximately four times its original size.20

Another new park attraction proved equally enduring. Established in 1897, the Como Park Zoo initially
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consisted of a large free-range pen for animals native to the region such as elk, deer, and bison. Begun in response to unsolicited donations of animals, the unplanned zoo nevertheless fit the naturalistic ideal for the park.21

Although the transition away from strictly naturalistic landscaping in Como Park had begun by the turn of the century, it was by no means complete. Large tracts in the northern and southern portions of the park remained forested, crisscrossed by scenic drives. In addition, plant lists in annual reports show that Nussbaumer continued to landscape with species native to the region, including elm, box elder, and lilac.

As he landscaped, Nussbaumer created a variety of scenic vistas. While he left no written record of his intentions, park photographs from the early twentieth century depict a number of these views. Some of the vistas were broad and open, such as the area northeast of the Conservatory overlooking Cozy Lake, the area atop the east picnic hill, and the view of the lakeside pavilion from the east. Others were shorter and focused on designed features, using trees as a backdrop. Such vistas included the view southeast from the Conservatory, overlooking the lily pond and “flower hill.” Some areas had primarily functional landscaping. For instance, the Hamline picnic grounds featured a cultivated lawn and a grove of oak trees providing a canopy overhead. The “great meadow” to the east was an open field used for informal, active recreation.

While the floral display and other areas with scenic vistas were popular for strolling, relaxing, and generally escaping from the city, the park also offered activities including band concerts and picnicking. Como Lake
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was a main draw for park visitors at the turn of the century, the nexus for recreation. Rowboats plied the lake’s waters during the summer, and ice skaters skimmed its surface during the winter. Along its shore were paths for strollers and drives for carriages.22

As early as the mid-1890s, bands played regularly along the lakefront during the summer. In 1905 a new pavilion with a bandstand extending on piers into the lake replaced one that had been built 10 years earlier. With its arches and columns and shiny white surfaces, this pavilion must have given the impression that a bit
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of the Chicago World’s Fair had come to St. Paul. The second pavilion lasted a good deal longer than the first—87 years, until 1992 when the city rebuilt it according to the original blueprints, though it no longer extends into the lake. 23

Picnicking at Como Park was as popular at the turn of the century as it is today. In 1902 a pavilion was added to the Hamline picnic grounds in order to accommodate “the large multitude of picnic parties who like to gather in this woodland grove.” Another small but popular picnic area on the hill overlooked the lake. 24

In keeping with the view that parks were for all of the public, Nussbaumer and the park commission worked to improve access. The St. Paul City Railway, which had first reached Como in 1892, was allowed to construct a line through the park by 1905; in return for the privilege, the company built the Lexington Parkway bridge, a footbridge over the tracks, and the new lakeside pavilion. The city also built a streetcar station (now the park office) in 1905, replacing an earlier open-sided building, and planted the area with “an old fashioned flower, or colonial garden.” Thus, Como was connected to the Twin Cities streetcar system as well as to a direct line between the park and Lake Harriet in Minneapolis. 25

Nussbaumer continued moving away from strictly naturalistic designs in the early twentieth century. A second wave of improvements in the floral display area during the 1910s culminated in the construction of the Conservatory in 1915. First, another lily pond, now known as the Frog Pond and located immediately south of the Conservatory, was built in 1910. That same year, workers also completed the Rockery in the area immediately surrounding the pond. Originally, this rock garden included a grotto built of rough-cut stone. Water flowed through a concrete trough from the grotto to the lily pond, which extended farther to the northwest than it does today. Next, urged by Nussbaumer, the park board approved construction of the Conservatory, the large greenhouse complex that has provided visitors with a tropical refuge from Minnesota winters for more than 85 years. Typical of many late-nineteenth-century conservatories and exhibition halls, Como Conservatory was most directly influenced by the
Palm House in London’s Kew Gardens. The Conservatory, a highlight of the park since it opened, has undergone periodic renovation since 1984.26

Another ideal that influenced Nussbaum and affected the development of Como Park was the playground, or recreation, movement. In the early 1900s, Progressive Era reformers advocated government intervention to fix the problems that emerged as society transformed from primarily rural and agrarian to urban and industrial. Designers and planners decided that parks should provide organized activities for the urban working class, and so the park itself became a vehicle for reform. As early as 1889, Boston city officials, following the lead of private charitable organizations, had begun to provide playgrounds and other recreational facilities for residents. That city’s Charlesbank Playground was equipped with play apparatus, pools, and a running track. New York and Chicago soon followed suit, and by 1900 dozens of cities had created small playground parks and began adding recreational areas to larger parks.27

Child welfare was a passion of Progressive reformers, who argued that providing opportunities for wholesome, outdoor activities was a health issue. For example, St. Paul’s Commissioner of Health, Dr. Justus Ohage, established Harriet Island Park, complete with playground and public baths (swimming) on the Mississippi River in 1899 because “cleanliness and healthy outdoor exercise” were “absolutely necessary to the maintenance of good public health.” Like other cities, St. Paul soon began establishing playgrounds, as well. Residents approved a charter amendment empowering the City Council to appropriate $10,000 per year for playgrounds in 1904. To oversee the new funding, the council formed a playground committee within the park board. In five years, six new city playgrounds had been created.28
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Park planners, too, came to realize that their open spaces should provide a range of activities for children and adults. According to longtime Superintendent of Minneapolis Parks Theodore Wirth, it was fine for parks to be used for drives, walks, and relaxation, but there should also be opportunities for active recreation, especially for children.29

On the St. Paul side of the Mississippi River, Nussbaum was actively concerned with providing recreational facilities to complement picturesque landscaping. By the time the 1904 charter amendment passed, he had been studying playgrounds for several years and soon devised a plan for an 11-acre playground area in the northeast section of Como Park in what is now the golf course. The plan shows a ball field, tennis courts, men’s and women’s “open air gymnasiums” for calisthenics, a swimming pool, a children’s wading pool, and a field house. Although Nussbaum felt that “the expenditure of public funds could be made to no more beneficial purpose” than the Como Park playground, it is unclear how much work was completed beyond grading and filling the land.30

Despite inaction on the formal playground, several areas in the park were developed for active recreation during the 1910s. Baseball fields were created on the northwest end of the picnic grounds, and tennis courts were set up on a field south of the Conservatory. The city added more baseball diamonds and tennis courts in 1914 to accommodate increased demand. That year Nussbaumer reported, “Como Park is the favorite pleasure and recreation ground of the people.” This shift to the recreational was a trend that would continue during the 1920s. In response, administration was reorganized in the mid-1910s, and the Bureau of Parks became part of a new department: Parks, Playgrounds, and Public Buildings.31

When Nussbaumer retired in 1922, Como Park had reached a level of maturity. Its layout was completed, and it had many fine amenities. Although Nussbaumer had designed recreational areas, large parts of the park remained naturalistic. Como would soon undergo some significant alterations, however, once again reflecting its changing uses. During the
1920s, a growing fleet of cars and trucks took the place of horsepower and largely diminished ridership on the streetcar lines. With more mobility, St. Paulites no longer depended solely on city parks as an escape from urban life; they could simply drive to the country. By the end of the decade, the superintendent and commissioners began to make major alterations to Como Park and no longer sought to balance the recreational with the naturalistic.

Following the retirement of Nussbaumer and two short-tenured superintendents, George L. Nason was appointed in 1924 new head of the Parks Bureau. Nason focused much of the bureau’s energy on paving parkways, including many in Como Park. With the decline in streetcar ridership, the streetcar station was converted into offices in 1926, and the waiting station across the tracks was removed. The northern portion of Lake Como was filled and dammed off in 1923–25, giving the lake its current, more constricted meander line.32 Throughout the city, park planning now emphasized facilities that encouraged active, organized recreation. No fewer than 30 new playgrounds or athletic fields were acquired or established from 1923 to 1929. In the northeast corner of Como Park, work included regrading fields and adding new playground equipment.33

The major development that tipped the balance in Como toward recreation, however, was the golf course. Established at the end of the 1920s in the northern portion of the park (formerly Cozy Lake), the course’s first nine holes were completed in 1930. Although the golf course complemented the idea of the park as a green space, it dedicated a large portion to active recreation and made no attempt to mirror natural landscapes.

The expansion of Como Park Zoo after 1930 further bolstered the park’s recreational role. Monkey Island (1935; since rebuilt), the Zoological Building, the Hoofed Stock Barn, and the bear dens joined the old animal pens where elk, deer, and bison roamed. With this construction, much of it accomplished through the federal Works Progress Administration, the zoo gained a more dominant role in the park, moving it further away from the nineteenth-century naturalistic ideal. Development of recreation-oriented facilities in Como Park continued after World War II when amusement rides were set up near the zoo, giving that area a carnival feel. Other postwar additions included new zoo buildings, the swimming pool and tennis courts south of Horton Avenue, the Hamm’s Waterfall, and the McKnight Formal Gardens.34

COMO PARK TODAY

MORE THAN A CENTURY after Horace Cleveland first drew the plans, Como Park still reigns as one of the most popular regional parks in the Twin Cities metropolitan area. In 2000 more than 2.6 million people of all ages and many nationalities flocked there in all seasons to visit attractions both old and new. The lake remains a focal point for activity, with almost two miles of perimeter paths for walking, cycling, running, or skating. Fisherfolk angle for bass, walleye, and muskies. Small boats, canoes, and rental paddleboats ply the lake’s waters in summer, while ice skaters skim its surface in winter. The lakeside pavilion offers plays and a “Music in the Parks” series in summer, as well as a year-round restaurant-coffee shop and public programs.

Flower lovers still enjoy the exotic plants in the warm, moist Como Conservatory, a National Register site open seven days a week all year. The nearby Ordway Japanese Garden is open from May through the end of summer. And the Gates Ajar remains a perennial favorite backdrop for family and wedding photos.

Visitors seeking more active recreation can swim in Como pool, play 18 holes of golf, ski and snowboard on the golf course (or rent equipment and take lessons), and join the municipal athletics events held on McMurray Field. Como Zoo, miniature golf, amusement rides, and Cafesjian’s Carousel, built in 1914 and long a beloved feature at the Minnesota State Fair, are favorite family destinations. The park also boasts two picnic shelters, three fire rings, and numerous less formal but well-used spots for picnicking. The Historic Streetcar Station, built in 1905, stands at the south entrance to the park. It now houses a museum about the Twin Cities Streetcar Line and Como Park.
Landscapes are dynamic, as Como Park’s development illustrates. From Cleveland’s naturalistic plans of the nineteenth century to Nussbaumer’s combination of the pastoral and recreational in the early twentieth century, and, finally, to the shift toward the recreational model by the 1930s, Como’s appearance has changed along with perceptions of what an ideal public park should be. While the park has evolved, some of Cleveland’s and many of Nussbaumer’s designed landscapes are essentially intact. Como Park’s historic landscapes are an important link to the past of St. Paul and to the memories of the thousands of people throughout the region who visited the park over the past century. Recognizing the importance of preserving Como Park while planning for the future, the City of St. Paul’s Division of Parks and Recreation has an active program for maintaining or rehabilitating Como Park’s historic features and landscapes.35
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